
DATA SHEET
FLOORING

Duratop SL Screed
Optima Coatings Duratop SL Screed is a self levelling polymer modified cementitious based skimmingcompound that is primarily used to repair
and level floors which can be applied from a minimum of 4mm up to a maximum thickness of 8mm. Duratop SL Screed is also designed for
easy application over existing, properly prepared concrete substrates to provide a underlayment for subsequent placement of floor coverings
(tiles, carpeting and wooden flooring)and may be used as a wear surface when protected by Optima Coatings Duratop flooring systems. It is
the recommended product for leveling of floors prior to application of epoxy or polyurethane screeds. In addition, it can be sealed, epoxy or
polyurethane coated.

Colours: Cement Grey

PRODUCT USES
 This product can be used for smoothing floors prior to sheeting, carpeting, wooden flooring and vinyl tiling.
 It can be used from a minimum of 4mm thick to a maximum of 8mm thick in one operation. Duratop SL Screed provides a rapid drying and

hardening finish which results in quicker tiling application when visibly dry.
 Leveling interior or exterior wood subfloors, old worn concrete, old floors with cut back adhesive
 Duratop SL Screed will adhere to concrete, sand/cement screeds and cement based patching compounds.
 It is also compatible with both Acrylic emulsions, epoxy primers and solvent based contact adhesives.

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES
 Fluid consistency for self-leveling applications
 Pumpable through standard equipment
 Self-leveling for smooth, flat floors
 Minimal shrinkage and outstanding resistance to cracking
 High early strength for early turnaround
 Excellent bond strength
 Excellent self-healing properties
 Extended open time.

COVERAGE
 A 25 kg polylined bag will cover 13m² at 1mm thick.
 A 25 kg polylined bag will therefore cover 3.2m² at 4mm thick, 2,2m² at 6mm thick and 1.6m² at 8mm thick.

SURFACE PREPARATION
 Surfaces to be smoothed with Duratop SL Screedshould be clean, free of dust, free of oil, grease, release agents, paint and fungi.
 Fungimust be removed and the spores killed with the use ofan effective fungicide.
 The substrate must be integrally sound with no looseor crumbling concrete. Weak spots, deep defects and holes must be cleanedout and

filled with Duratop SL Screed made up with less wateror another suitable repair product.
 New floors must be allowed to cure for a minimum of4 weeks or have a moisture content less than 5%before screeding.
 When applying the product onto very smooth surfacessuch as steel trowelled or powerfloated concrete, thesurface should be acid washed

to remove laitance,neutralized and then thoroughly rinsed with cold water.
 The surface must be completely dry before continuing with the application.
 Floors that have been painted or have old bitumen adhesive must be chipped in order to expose at least 80% of the substrate.
 It is advisable to rub the floor down, before starting to skim, using a carborundum block to remove any projections.
 Floors that are very weak and dusting badly, even to the point of crumbling, can be strengthened without the need for removal and

relaying. Very weak floors are often not strong enough to carry the vinyl or carpet overlay and should first be treated with Duratop Primer
WB, Duratop DPM Primer or Duratop SF Primer with aggregate broadcast to refusal before skimming. A very hard durable surface
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suitable for most types of floor covering will result.

APPLICATION
 The concrete shall be primed withDuratop DPM Primer or Duratop SF Primer with aggregate broadcast to refusal before skimming. Apply

the primer at 5-6m2/Litre for one coat that’s 166-200 microns DFT. Once the epoxy has hardened, remove the unbound aggregate by
sweeping with a hard bristle broom, followed by vacuuming.

 For floors with a high moisture content apply Duratop DPM Primer with a squeegee, 2 coats wet-on-wet method as described in the primer
data sheet.

 Once the primer has cured and has been vacuumed mix Duratop SL Screed into 5,5 liters of cold water
 Mix with an electric drill and mixing paddle to achievea creamy lumpy-free consistency
 Allow to stand for 3 -4 minutes
 Re-mix for a further 2 minutes at low speed.Use within 20 minutes.
 NOTE: If a white film appears on the surface of thescreed during mixing then too much water has beenadded. To rectify, add more

Duratop SL Screed and remix to achieve a flowablecreamy consistency with a uniform colour.
 Draw out the paste using a steel plastering trowel held at an angle (about 45º) leaving very little paste behind but having filled the

roughness.Use figure of eight (8) sweeps of the trowel, keeping the paste ahead of the blade all the time and leaving none to flow back
trowel. Small ridges should be left to harden and then rubbed down with the carborundum block when dry.

 Start in one corner placing a continuous stream of material along one edge of the area and back lap as soon as possible fora uniform,
smooth surface. Tools such as spiked rollers, notched squeegees, trowels and smoothers may beused to assist placement.

 This product is self-leveling however will require de-aerating by rolling the surface with a spike roller.
 The screed must be completely dry before applying a secondlayer or before installing the floor covering. Allow at least 24hours.
 Any structure or movement joints must be identified and thenmaintained by saw cuts through the dried screed layer.
MIXING
 Mix with an electric drill and mixing paddle to achieve a creamy lumpy-free consistency
 Allow to stand for  3 - 4 minutes
 Re-mix for a further 2 minutes at low speed. Use within 20 minutes.
 NOTE: If a white film appears on the surface of the screed during mixing then too much water has been added. To rectify, add more

Duratop SL Screed and remix to achieve a flowable creamy consistency with a uniform colour.

PRECAUTIONS
 Do not use Duratop SL Screed as a heavy-duty wearing surface for industrial floors, refer to Optima Coatings Flooring range.
 Duratop SL Screed is not to be used in areas of constant water exposure or in areas exposed to permanentor intermittent substrate

moisture, for this could jeopardize the performance of the underlayment and floorcovering.
 Duratop SL Screed is not a vapor barrier and will allow free passage of moisture so ensure that a damp proof membrane is used.
 Do not add admixtures or calcium chloride.
 Do not use if ambient temperatures that will fall below 16°C or above 30°C within 72 hours after placement.
 Do not allow freshly placedDuratop SL Screed to freeze for 7 days.
 Store in a dry place.

CLEANING AND SAFETY
 Clean tools and equipment using Optima Xylene.
 Duratop SL Screed is cement based and should be treated as such.
 Wear rubber gloves for skin protection.

TECHNICAL DATA
Packaging 25kg poly lined bags
Yield 25kg mixed with 5,5 Lt water covers 12-13m2 at 1mm thick
Mixing Ratio                                                                  5,5 Litres water per 25 Kg bag
Thickness Minimum 4mm and maximum 8mm
Potlife 15-20 minutes after adding water
Overlay Time for Floor Coverings                             20-24 hours thickness dependant
Foot Traffic 8-10hours thickness dependant
Full Cure 7 days
Shrinkage as per EN 13 872 0.04%
Compressive Strength as per EN 13892- 2: 2003 28 days – 24 MPa
Flexural Strength as per EN 13892- 2: 2003 28 days – 6 MPa
Flowability as per EN 12706:1999 Initial flow – 120mm; 15 mins – 115mm and 30 mins – 110mm
Shelf life 12 months
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Storage conditions Cool dry place below 25ºC

Properties listed are for guidance and are not a guarantee of performance.

Technical details above are provided in good faith.  We are an ISO 9001: 2008 registered company and our products are manufactured to the highest standards using raw materials
of superior quality.  Consequently we believe in the quality of our products and will willingly replace any product in the unlikely event of a quality related performance failure.  Whilst
we are confident in guaranteeing the quality of our products, we cannot however accept any liability for performance failure due to the incorrect application of our products.  Correct
application is critical to the successful performance of our products and as this process falls outside of our control we are unable to cover the application under our product
performance warranty. Where there are doubts, it is recommended that the user conduct their own suitability tests before use. To retain sheen and colour consistency of your paint,
always make sure that the batch numbers are the same on all paint containers that you purchase.

Updated: July 2016 (this supercedes all previous publications)


